3 PLANETS EZO-SPA CENTER

DEVELOPMENT PHASE

Well-being is what we are all looking for. “3 PLANETS EZO SPA CENTER” is a 3000m2 space offering special
treatments meant for those seeking a new life experience, rejuvenation,
ideal emotional balance and a transcendental mind. But, what about time, as the most crucial part of well being?
Just one drop of a substance called time into the mixture of well-being and our fantasy about long lasting youth,
vital spirit, even immortality could be grasped.
Welcome to the 21st century! It is the time for the secret recipe to be revealed.
A new circle of human evolution has just begun. Life is no longer as it was before.
If you wish, you can step into a New Life, which is OFF OF THIS PLANET.
And now the process of creating new life begins.
Your journey will take you to visit three different planets.
The first planet is called Water planet. The second is Timeless planet, and the third is the Luminous
planet. During your adventure on these planets you will also discover some
hidden planets, meant for special visits and treatments.

EZO SPA RECEPTION

WATER PLANET
The first experience you have on this planet is Energy Cleansing massage. This treatment is not just
for a pleasant feeling, but importantly for the relief and cleansing. When you reach the point of energy balance, you are ready for the second treatment and for the initiation into Water Life you are about
to receive. The Third treatment is in the swimming pool with energized water. This water is filled with
unique ingredients, has a specific scent to it, providing everyone with a great sense of freedom.

WATER INITIATION

ENERGIZED SWIMMING POOL

The Third treatment is in the swimming pool with specially energized water. Fourth treatment is for
Emotional detox and is called Purple Rain. Your body relaxes and your mind is sound. You have
been emotionally detoxed and you are ready for a New Life.
Water Walk is the last water treatment on the Water planet. Whatever changes we had will be
merged into one and make us ready to walk the Earth.

EMOTIONAL DETOX

WATER WALK

TIMELESS PLANET
This new life you already began has different time flows. On planet Earth, our cells grow old in
accordance to the laws of time and space. Everyone tries to stop time, to rejuvenate, to make the
time work for them. How to do it? This secret remains to be revealed. On this planet, everything
happens with no gravity. We don’t walk, we levitate. The first treatment you will experience is Bio
Energy Massage or Inner Time Massage. The Second treatment is called the Flight. This special
treatment makes you stay youthful on the inside and slows down aging proces. After experiencing
the Flight, you will be ready to see the Core of Timeless planet.

THE FLIGHT

Imagine you are the planet and your mind is the Core. In order for the core to perform with an
incredible outcome, what is necessary is mind detox. This room has mirrors and slight changing
lights. Still levitating, the core takes care of your mind. It communicates with it, making it ready for the
next step. Your memories, like pages of the books, will fly around and reorganize themselves in
optimal priorities for your new life.
Entering the next treatment room, you will see the Tree with no roots. This is the way life exists on
Timeless planet. It is not bound to the past. This is the place where the future is created. And our
body is a crucial part of our future. Just to lean your feet against the Tree and becoming a branch of it
means the Tree will revive every cell of your body.

THE CORE

THE TREE OF LIFE

LUMINOUS PLANET
You have changed by visiting two planets. Your New Life has begun. Your being is altering its
performance and it is ready to visit the third and last planet called the Luminous planet. This planet is
the essence and a birthplace of life itself. And it all began with the first light.
The light is where we live. It touches us during all our existence.
With a special energy sensibility massage we will prepare our skin to fully embrace the rejuvenation
power of the Luminous planet.
Our being responses to the slightest, microscopic changes of the light. Illumes is the secret formula
of the different light combinations mixed with separate activation massages. The formula is unique
and can be done only in a special environment on the Luminous planet.
Where there is a new light, there is a new life. Your entire body is awakening. Now we need to
combine all the previous treatments in our last room where these three days will mix their
sparks and finalize your journey of three planets.

THE KEY OF LIFE
This journey was a unique experience that opened the door for invisible colors of our life.
And it’s all inside of us. Now we are ready to come back and walk on planet Earth where the planet
will embrace and open the future for its own child.
So, go, walk the planet and live your new life!
Anytime you feel nostalgic for these three planets, know that they are waiting for you any time you
wish to visit them.
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